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INTRODUCTION 
A pseudocompact ring A is a complete Hausdorff topological ring which 
admits a system of open neighborhoods of 0 consisting of two sided ideals I 
for which A/I is an Artin ring. A complete HausdorR topological A-module 
M is said to be pseudocompact if it has a system of open neighborhoods of 0 
consisting of submodules N for which M/N has finite length. The category 
G?,, of pseudocompact (I-modules is an Abelian category with exact inverse 
limits and enough projectives. Such generalities, which are more or less well 
known, are gathered in the first section for the convenience of the reader. 
To get more interesting results, we must introduce some commutativity 
by assuming that, in addition, (1 is a pseudocompact algebra over a com- 
mutative pseudocompact ring Q (see definition in Section 2). We may then 
define a tensor product on %A and introduce its derived functor 554. The 
category %+,, of discrete cl-modules, which is dual to VA0 by Proposition 2.3, 
also plays an important role through the bifunctor Horn : V, x 5BA + go and 
its derived functor &zt. We then have the proper setting for doing homological 
algebra. This is done in Section 3 which generalizes the elementary results 
on homological dimension in complete Noetherian semilocal rings. As an 
immediate application we find that if s2({xi}} is the algebra of noncommutative 
formal power series in {xi} over Q, then gl dim J2{{xi}} = gl dim Sa + 1 
(Theorem 3.9). 
We recall that a profinite group is a compact totally disconnected topological 
group, i.e., an inverse limit of finite groups. We define the complete group 
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algebra S2[[Gl as the inverse limit of the ordinary group algebras Q[G/U] 
as U runs through the open normal subgroups of G. Then Q;2[[Gj is a pseudo- 
compact Q-algebra which can be expected to play an important role in the 
study of profinite groups. For instance BzJcEcl (Sz, A) is simply the coho- 
mology group H”(G, A) so that it is not too surprising that 
gl dim S;Z[[Gl = gl dim D + cd,G, 
where cd,G is the sup of the cohomologicalp-dimension of G over all primesp 
which are not units in Q (Theorem 4.9). In particular if G is a pro-p-group 
of finite cohomological dimension and Q is a complete regular local ring in 
which p is not a unit, then QfGJ is a complete noncommutative local ring 
of finite global dimension. Does it behave like a regular local ring? In the 
special case where G is free and Q is a field, the work of Cohn [A implies 
that Sr[[Gn can be embedded in a division algebra and that it is a unique 
factorization domain. 
In Section 5, we obtain criteria for determining the cohomological dimen- 
sion of a profinite group G represented as a quotient F/N of a free profinite 
group. The most striking is given by Proposition 5.7: scdG = 2 if and only 
if N/[N, N] is a projective ZIG]-module and N n [V, V] = [N, V] for 
every open subgroup V of F containing N, where 2 is the total completion 
of the integers in the ideal topology. 
As a consequence of much deeper considerations, Tate has shown that the 
Galois groups of the formations of local and global class field theory have 
strict cohomological dimension 2 (this is not quite true for number fields; 
cf. Section 6). It is possible to unify these results in the following general 
theorem on class formations: if the kernel and co-kernel of the reciprocity 
map are cohomologically trivial then the strict cohomological dimension 
of the Galois group of the formation is equal to 2 (Theorem 6.1). 
In the appendix we have included a number of simple technical lemmas on 
limits which could not find their way into the body of the paper. 
1. GENERALITIES ON PSEUDOCOMPACT RINGS 
Let A be a pseudocompact ring, then a A-module is pseudocompact if and 
only if it is the inverse limit of rl-modules of finite length. It follows that the 
category V of pseudocompact A-modules is an Abelian category with exact 
inverse limits (cf. [A, [ZO], [II], [17l). 
LEMMA 1.1. Let f : A + B be an epinzorphism in V. Then there is a con- 
tinuous section s : B + A such that fs(b) = b for all b in B. 
The proof is left to the reader who may imitate that of Proposition 1 
in Reference [14]. 
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Let I be any index set and letL(X) be the free A-module on a set X indexed 
by I. Let S be the collection of all submodules N of L(X) which contain all 
but a finite number of elements of X and such that L(X)/N has finite length. 
Then F(X) = @,5(X)/N where N runs through S, is a pseudocompact 
A-module called the free pseudocompact A-module on X or simply the free 
A-module on X if no confusion ensues. We note that F(X) = AZ, where AZ 
is given the product topology. 
LEMMA 1.2. The morphisms of F(X) into a pseudocompact A-module A 
are in one-to-one correspondence with sequences {ai}iel in A which tend to zero 
on the Jilter of complements of $nite subsets. 
In fact, we associate to the morphism f the sequence {f (xi)}isz. 
COROLLARY 1.3. F(X) is projective in 97. 





A 2 B-t0 
we can find a continuous section s : B + A passing through 0 by Lemma 1.1. 
The sequence ai = sf (xi) satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 1.2 so there is 
a morphism g : F(X) -+ A such that g(x,) = sf (xi). The morphism g makes 
the diagram commutative and thus F(X) is projective. 
We denote by R the radical of A, i.e., R is the intersection of all open 
maximal two sided ideals of A. Thus R is a closed two sided ideal which is 
in fact the Jacobson radical of A. The following will play the role of the 
Nakayama lemma. 
LEMMA 1.4. Let A be an object of V. Suppose that MA = A for all open 
maximal ideals M of A. Then A = 0 and in particular RA = A implies A = 0. 
Proof. Let B be an open submodule of A. Since A is a topological A-mo- 
dule, we may find an open ideal I, and a neighborhood V, of x in A such that 
IzV, C B and we may choose V,, to be an open submodule of B for which 
A/V,, has finite length and a fbrtiori is finitely generated, say, by the images 
of xi, a.., x, . Let 
I=& nIzl n ... nIZm; 
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then IA C B. Since A/I is an Artin ring with nilpotent radical R/I, it follows 
that for some finite set ikir , *em, Mti of open maximal ideals and some integer 
m, we have 
(M,M, ..a M,Jm C I. 
But A = (M, ... M,)m A CIA C B by hypothesis; hence A is contained 
in every open neighborhood B of 0 and thus A = 0. 
COROLLARY 1.5. Let A be in V and let {xi} be a family of elements of A. 
Then {xi} generate A as a topological A-module if and only ;f their imuges 
{ai} generate AIRA as a topological A/R-module. If A/RA isFnitely generated 
by f, , a.., s,, , then A = Ax, + ... + Ax, . 
Proof. Let B be the closed A-submodule generated by elements {xi} 
whose images generate AIRA. We note that if {xi} is a finite set, then we 
may take B = Ax, + **. + Ax, which is closed since it is the continuous 
image of An. Our hypothesis shows that B + RA = A, i.e., R(A/B) = A/B, 
hence A = B by Lemma 1.4. 
LEMMA 1.6. Every object A in VZ is the quotient of a free object, i.e., there 
are enough projectives. In particular, the projectives are the direct summands 
of the free objects. 
Proof. The result follows from Lemma 1.2 once we find a generating set (xi} 
for A with the following property: each open submodule U of A contains all 
but a finite number of {xi}. This is done as in Theorem 1.3 of [6]. 
Remark 1.7. There is a more categorical proof in Chap. IV of Reference [ 71 
which is a convenient source for other facts mentioned in this section. 
Dually, we have the following well-known result. 
LEMMA 1.8. Let A be a pseudocompact ring. Then the category .9 of discrete 
A-modules is an Abelian category with exact direct limits and enough injectives. 
Proof. We note that 9 is a full subcategory of the category of A-modules. 
For any A-module A, let A0 be the set of elements of A annihilated by some 
open ideal of A. Then A - A0 is a covariant functor from A-modules to 9 
which takes injectives into injectives. The claims can be deduced easily 
from this observation. 
2. &'X~AND 9h OVER PSEUDOCOMPACT ALGEBRAS 
Let D be a commutative pseudocompact ring. The complete Hausdorff 
topological ring A will be said to be a pseudocompact algebra over 9 if: 
4811413-9 
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(i) A is an Q-algebra in the usual sense, 
(ii) A admits a system of open neighborhoods of 0 consisting of two 
sided ideals I such that A/1 has finite length as Q-module. Clearly such a 
ring A is pseudocompact and a /l-module A has finite length if and only if 
it has finite length as Q-module. 
We define a “tensor product” for A-modules by its universal property. 
Explicitly, let A be a right and B a left pseudocompact A-module; then their 
complete tensor product is a pseudocompact Q-module A @,, B and a A-biho- 
momorphismr 01 : A x B ---t A @A B with the following property : given any 
A-bihomorphism f of A x B into a pseudocompact Q-module C, there is a 
unique morphism of O-modules g : A @,r I3 + C such that gar = f. We con- 
struct the tensor product as follows : A G,, B = li+m A/U @,, B/V, 
where U (resp. V) runs through the open submodules of A (resp. B). Since 
A/U and B/V are Q-modules of finite length so is A/U @,r B/V, and thus 
A @,, B is a pseudocompact Q-module. The natural bihomomorphisms 
A x B -+ A/U @,, B/V induce the desired bihomomorphism 
01: A x B + A GA B upon passage to the limit. 
The exact sequence 
A 
O+lm(AO,V+U@,,B)+AO,B-ty@~~+O 
shows that A gn B is the completion of A @,r B in the topology induced 
by taking lm (A On V + U 0, B) as a fundamental system of open neigh- 
borhoods of 0 (cf. References [8], [IO] for the commutative case). 
LEMMA 2.1. (i) Thefunctor T(A, B) = A &,, B is an additiwe covuriunt 
left exact bifunctor from the category of pseudocompact A-modules to the category 
of pseudocompact Q-modules. 
(ii) If A is a finitely generated right A-module, then A @A B = A Qn B. 
(iii) If A is Q projective right A-module, then T(A, *) is exact. 
(iv) Similar statements for B. 
Proof. (i) Since inverse limits in V preserve exactness, (i) follows from 
the known properties of the tensor product. 
(ii) The natural isomorphism 
1 That is, OL is a continuous morphism such that or(nh, b) = OI(U, Ab) for a E A 
bEB and XEA. 
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of pseudocompact Q-modules shows that 
If A is finitely generated, there is an epimorphism (In On B + A On B. 
Thus A @,, B is pseudocompact and (ii) follows since A On B is dense in 
A&B. 
(iii) Since T is an additive functor, it follows from Lemma 1.6 that we 
may suppose A to be a free n-module. If A is finitely generated, (iii) is a 
consequence of (ii). In the general case, write A = lip A, where Ai runs 
through the finitely generated free quotients of A and apply Lemma A.4 of 
the Appendix. 
It follows from the preceeding lemma that we may define the left-derived 
functors %c” (A, B) of T(A, B) = A Bd B by using a projective resolution 
of either A or B according to established principles of homological algebra 
(cf. Reference [JJ). We note that %% A (A, B) is a pseudocompact Q-module, 
that %+,,“(A, B) = A Bj, B and that %h,,,” (A, B) = 0 for all rz > 1 
if A or B is projective. 
The category V of pseudocompact cl-modules has enough projectives by 
Lemma 1.6 and the category 52 of discrete /l-modules has enough injectives 
by Lemma 1.8. The correspondence A x B- Horn, (A, B) is a left exact 
bifunctor from Gz? x 9 to the category of discrete Q-modules which is 
contravariant in A and covariant in B. We may define the right-derived 
functors SG&,~~ (A, B) by using either a projective resolution of A or an 
injective resolution of B. We note that BzJAo (A, B) = Horn, (A, B), and 
that bxk*n (A, B) is a discrete Q-module. The following lemma shows that 
8~2~~ (A, B) = 0 for M 3 1 if A is projective or B is injective. 
LEMMA 2.2. (i) If B is an injective in 9, the-n the functor Horn, (*, B) 
is exact on 9. 
(ii) If A is a projective in V, then the functor Horn, (A, *) is exact on 9. 
Proof. (i) Let 0 + A, 5 A, 5 A, -+ 0 be an exact sequence in q. 
For any open submodule Us of A,, let U, = f -l( U,) and Us = g( U,), then 
we have an exact sequence of discrete (I-module: 
A A A 0--+~42,3,0 
Ul u, us 
which gives rise to the exact sequence 
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since B is injective. Taking direct limits over all open submodules Ua , we 
conclude from Lemma A.3 of the Appendix that 
0 --f Horn, (A, , B) -+ Horn, (A, , B) --f Horn, (A, , B) -+ 0 
is exact since direct limits preserve exactness for discrete modules and 
A. =limAi 8 t- ui for i= 1,2,3. 
(ii) is proved similarly. 
We next show that the category 9 of right pseudocompact A-modules is 
dual to the category 9 of discrete left /l-modules extending a result of Math 
and Gabriel. Let E be the dual&r of Q, i.e., the injective envelope, in the 
category of discrete Q-modules, of the module @ Q/!UI where !UI runs through 
the open maximal ideals of Q. We define contravariant functors S : Q + 9 
by A -+ Horn, (A, E) and T : 9-+ V by C - Horn, (C, E), where T(C) 
is given the topology of pointwise convergence. The functor T is exact since 
E is injective while S is exact by Lemma 2.2(i). 
PROPOSITlON 2.3. The functors S and T define a duality between 9? 
and 9. In fact, their composition is naturally equivalent to the identity functor 
on the respective category. 
Proof. This has been shown in the commutative case by Gabriel ([A, 
p. 400) for the full subcategory 9 of modules of finite length. The general 
case follows by writing A = 1$-r A/B, where B runs through the open 
submodules B of A, and C = li,m D where D runs through the sub- 
modules of C of finite length. We then apply Lemma A.3 of the Appendix 
and the well known rule 
li,m Horn, (Ai, E) = Horn, (l$ Ai , E) 
for discrete modules Ai and E. The operations of n are preserved by func- 
toriality. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let A and r be pseudocompact Q-algebras. Let A be a right 
pseudocompact A-module, let B be a left (A, IJ-pseudocompact module, and let C 
be a discrete left r-module. Then there is a unique z&morphism: 
S : Horn, (A, Horn, (B, C)) ---f Horn, (B Bn A, C) 
such that (SF) (b @ a) = p(a) (6). Th’ zs morphism induces a natural equivalence 
of functors. 
This is the topological analog of Proposition 5.2 on page 28 of Reference [4]. 
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COROLLARY 2.5. Same notation as above, but we assume that C is an 
injective T-module. Then we have a natural isomorphism, 
&‘xtAn (A, Horn, (B, C)) z Horn, (.%a” (B, A), C). 
This follows from Lemma 2.4 by general principles (cf. Reference [JJ, 
p. 120). 
COROLLARY 2.6. Let A be a pseudocompact G-algebra and let E be the 
dual&r of 52. Let A (resp. B) be a right (resp. left) pseudocompact A-module. 
Then we have a natural isomorphism : 
&a” (A, B) z Horn, (~!?a&~~ (B, Horn, (A, E)), E). 
3. HOMOLOGICAL DIMENSION OFPSEUDOCOMPACT ALGEBRAS 
We develop here a theory of dimension for a pseudocompact Q-algebra A, 
thereby generalizing the homological theory of complete semilocal Noetherian 
rings. Many of the proofs will be omitted since they are formally the same 
as the classical ones. 
We saw in Section 1 that the category V of pseudocompact A-modules 
has enough projectives. Thus, for any A-module A, we may define the homo- 
logical dimension of A, written hd, A, as the least integer n for which we 
may find a projective resolution 
in V. If no such resolution exists, we write hd, A = co and 
by convention we set hd, 0 = - 1. We define the global dimen- 
sion2 of A by gl dim A = sup hd, A as A ranges through V. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. The following are equivalent for a pseudocompact 
A-module A. 
(i) A is projective. 
(ii) The functor C - Horn, (A, C) is exact on the category of A-modules C 
of Jinite length. 
(iii) b&,,,l (A, C) = 0 for all simple discrete C. 
(iv) &bI” (C, A) = 0 for all simple pseudocompact C. 
Proof. We note that simple A-modules are necessarily of finite length. 
(i) + (ii) is a special case of Lemma 2.2(ii). (iii) is equivalent to (iv) by the 
duality established in Corollary 2.6. 
s We can also define injective, weak, right and left global dimension but these are 
easily seen to be equivalent. 
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(ii) -+ (iii). It follows from Lemma A.3 of the Appendix that the functor 
C .- Horn (A, C) is exact on the category 9 of discrete A-modules. We may 
embed the module C of finite length into an injective I in 9. Since 
b&&l (A, I) = 0 we conclude that &‘zt,l (A, C) = 0 for all A-modules C 
of finite length. 
(iii)-+(i). In the Ab 1’ e ran category V, we may define the right-derived 
functors of Horn, which we denote by &xt* either by the Yoneda process 
via long exact sequences or by projective resolutions of the first variable. 
The second approach show that 8~8‘~ agrees with our old bxt when the 
second variable has finite length. The Yoneda approach shows that if A 
satisfies (iii) then every exact sequence 0 + C --f B + A + 0 in V splits if C 
is a simple A-module. This is equivalent to the following: if x : B, -+ B, 
is an epimorphism in V with simple kernel C, then every morphism 
f : A -+ B, can be lifted to a morphism g : A + B, such that rg = f. To 
prove that A is projective, it suffices to check that eoery exact sequence 
O+C+B+A-+O in V splits. 
Consider the collection S of pairs (N, s) consisting of a submodule N of C 
and a splitting morphism s : A + B/N such that i%(a) = a, where 
75 : B/N -+ A is the morphism induced by V. Since Bl n Ni = lirn B/N, , 
we see that S with the obvious partial order is an inductively ordered set 
with a maximal element, by Zorn’s lemma, say (N, s). If N # 0, we may 
find an open submodule M of N such that N/M is simple. Hence, by what 




N B Ij 
oy-p,‘N+O. 
The element (M, t) of S is strictly larger than (N, s). This contradiction 
proves that A is projective. 
Remark. Part of this proof was suggested by that of Proposition 16 
of [Z4]. 
COROLLARY 3.2. The following are equivalent for a pseudocompact A- 
module A: 
(i) hd,,(A) < n; 
(ii) &at*” (A, C) = 0 for all simple A-modules C; 
(iii) %c” (A, C) = 0 for all simple A-modules C. 
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COROLLARY 3.3. Let (A,, hij) be an inverse system of pseudocompact 
Q-algebras and let (Ai, 0~~~) be an inverse system of projective Ai-modules. 
Suppose &j and olii are surjective. Then A = li,m Ai is a projective module 
over lip Ai = A. 
Proof. Let C be a A-module of finite length, then ker Xi is contained in 
the annihilator of C for some i by Lemma A.l. Hence C is a A,-module 
for a cofinal set of i’s. Let 
be an exact sequence of A-modules of finite length and let i be as above; then 
0 + Hom,,JA, , B) + Hom,JA, , C) + Hom,,JA, , D) --+ 0 
is exact and thus by Lemma A.3, the functor C “^+ Horn, (A, C) is exact 
for modules of finite length. The corollary follows from Proposition 3.1. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let (Ai , aij) be an inverse system of pseudocompact A-modules 
and let C be a discrete A-module. If all aij are epimorphisms, then we have 
natural isomorphisms, 
In particular, 
hd, (lim AJ < sup hd, (AJ. 
Proof. Lemma A.3 of the Appendix gives the case n = 0. The general 
case is deduced by induction using an injective resolution of C. The second 
assertion follows from 3.2. 
THEOREM 3.5. The following are equivalent for a pseudocompact Q-alge- 
braA: 
(i) gl dim A < n; 
(ii) ($xtAn (C, D) = 0 for all simple A-modules C and D; 
(iii) %a” (C, D) = 0 for all simple A-modules C and D. 
Proof. (ii) and (iii) are equivalent by Corollary 2.6. Since (i) clearly 
implies (ii), it suffices to show that (ii) + (i). Let A be a pseudocompact 
A-module, we write A = li,m A/B where B runs through the open sub- 
modules of A, so that A/B has finite length and thus, by induction on its 
length we have 8~4~~ (A/B, D) = 0 for all simple modules D. Hence 
hd, A/B < n by Corollary 3.2 and therefore hd, A < n by Lemma 3.4. 
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Remarks. (1) If A is Noetherian and A is finitely generated, then 
3hn” (A, B) = Tar,” (A, B) and axtAn (A, C) = ExtAn (A, C). This fol- 
lows from Lemma 2.l(ii), the fact that homomorphisms of A into the discrete 
A-module C are automatically continuous and the existence of finitely 
generated free resolutions of A. Thus the global dimension we have defined 
is the same as the usual one in this case. 
(2) If A is a local algebra over Q, i.e., if the radical is the only maximal 
ideal of A, then the only simple A-module is the residue class field I of A. Thus 
gl dim A is the least integer 72 such that &z&z+’ (I, Z) = 0. 
The following may be proved like Case 4 on p. 348 of Reference [Jj. 
LEMMA 3.6. Let f : A + I’ be a morphism of pseudocompact Q-algebras. 
Let A be a pseudocompact r-module and let C be a discrete A-module. Then we 
have a spectral sequence 
6xdrp (A, &z&j (r, C)) * 8zhA” (A, C). 
COROLLARY 3.1. Let A be a pseudocompact local aZgebra over the ZocaZ 
ring 8. Suppose we have an augmentation morphism E : A + l2. Then 
gldimd = gldimQ + hd,Q. 
Proof. The only simple A-module is the residue class field k of Q. Let 
n = gl dim Q and let m = hd, Q. It follows from Corollary 3.2 that 
&xt,,,m (Q, k) is a nonzero discrete vector space over k and thus that 
&xtnn (k, 6’zztA” (8, k)) # 0. 
The spectral sequence 
bx&P (k, 8x&,* (52, k)) * IF?&,” (k, k) 
and Theorem 3.5 complete the proof. 
Remark. The reader who prefers to avoid spectral sequences can do so 
by supposing that Q is a Noetherian local ring. We have k = 52/(x, , .*+, x,,,) 
where (x1 , se*, x,,J is an Q-sequence and thus hd,k = hd,Q + m as in 
Reference [2] and the corollary follows from Theorem 3.5. This assumption 
on 9 may not be too restrictive, since the author has no example of a non- 
Noetherian commutative pseudocompact local ring of finite global dimension. 
By Theorem 2 of Reference [Z7], the ring Q is the direct product of 
pseudocompact local ring with the product topology, say Q = n Qr. Let 
1 = (eJ be the corresponding decomposition of the identity into primitive 
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idempotents. If A is a pseudocompact Q-algebra, then eJ is a pseudocompact 
(e& = Q-algebra. S u pp ose A is a pseudocompact A-module and C is a 
discrete A-module, then 
and therefore 
Horn, (A, C) = 0 Horn+ (e,A, e&) 
bsJA”(A, C) = @ 6’s& (e,A, e,C) 
because eiP is a projective e&module whenever P is a projective A-module. 
The following immediate consequence sometimes reduces the computation 
of global dimension to the local case where Corollary 3.7 may be applied. 
LEMMA 3.8. (Same notation as above.) Then 
gl dim A = sup gl dim e,d. 
The following generalization of a result essentially contained in Theorem 
3.2 of Reference [5] is too tempting to be left out. 
THEOREM 3.9. Let D be a commutative pseudocompact ring and let G{(X)} 
be the algebra of noncommutative formal power series over 52 in a nonempty set 
X = {xi> of variables. Then 
gl dim Q{(X)} = gl dim Q + 1. 
Proof. The algebra Q({X}} with the topology of pointwise convergence 
of the coefficients is a pseudocompact algebra over Sz. We may suppose by 
Lemma 3.8 that D is a local ring in which case so is Q{(X)). We have a 
natural augmentation c : Q{(X)} --t $2 w h ose kernel is the ideal m generated 
freely by X. Hence hd nt(xllQ = 1 and Theorem 3.5 proves our assertion. 
4. GLOBAL DIMENSION OF GROUP ALGEBRAS 
Throughout this section let 52 be a fixed commutative pseudocompact 
ring. Let G be a profinite group, i.e., the inverse limit of finite groups. We 
define the complete group algebra3 ~?[[a of G over Q to be the inverse limit 
of the ordinary group ring of the finite quotients G/U of G over Q, i.e., 
Qcal[q = lim SZ[G/U]. We may alternatively define Q[GJ as the completion 
of Q[c;l in the topology induced by taking as a system of open neighborhoods 
of 0 the kernels of the natural epimorphisms Q[c;l -+ Q/N[G/UJ, where N 
runs through the open ideals of 8 and U runs through the open normal 
* This algebra was introduced under somewhat more restrictive hypotheses by 
Golod and SafareviE in their paper on the class tower problem, and by Lazard [IO]. 
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subgroups of G. The map G - Q[Gl d e fi nes a covariant functor from the 
category of profinite groups to that of pseudocompact algebras over Sz. In 
particular, let f : G-t G’ be an epimorphism with kernel N, then we have 
an epimorphism f : Q[G]I -+ SZIG’I whose kernel will be denoted by I(N) 
where the dependence on Q and G is understood. It is sometimes useful to 
note that I(N) is the closed left (right) ideal of Q[Gl generated by the elements 
{ 1 - 71 1 n E N}, since N is normal. 
We shall use freely the results on the cohomology of profinite groups 
found in [Z4] and in [q. We recall that the cohomological p-dimension of G, 
written cd,G is the smallest integer n such that P+l(G, C) = 0 for all 
discrete p-primary G-modules C. We define the residual set of Q written 
r(Q), to be the set of the nonzero characteristics of the residue class fields 
Q/!UI where m runs through the open maximal ideals of Q. We write 
c&G = su~p,Er(n) cd,G. The central goal of this section is the proof of the 
following result. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let f2 be a commutative pseudocompact ring and let G be a 
profinite group. Then 
gl dim Qi[GJ = gl dim Q + cd,G. 
EXAMPLES: (1) If G is a finite group, we find the well known result that 
gl dim .Q[Gj = co unless the order of G is a unit in 52 in which case 
gl dim sZ[Gj = gl dim 52. 
(2) If Q is a local ring whose residue class field has characteristicp and G 
is a pro-p-group, then sZ[Gl is a local ring whose maximal ideal is generated 
by I(G) and the maximal ideal of 1;2 since the only irreducible representation 
of ap-group over a field of characteristicp is the trivial one (cf. Reference [IO]). 
In particular, if G is the direct sum of 71 copies of the p-adic integers, then 
S[Gj is the algebra Q[x, , *a., xnJj of formal power series in n variables over 
Q since 
.Q[G x fq = qq i$&SZ[HJ 
We find again a known result: 
gl dim Qn[ixr , ..., x,J = gl dim Sz + tl. 
(3) If G is a free pro-p-group on a set X, then Ql[Gj is the algebra of 
noncommuting formal power series over 52 on the set (1 + x ) x E X> by a 
result of Lazard ([IO]), and we have a special case of Theorem 3.9. 
Whenever there is no danger of confusion, we write SX:~, for 8&o,,, and 
5%~~ for 5?~rn~~l. The following result establishes the connection of these 
functors with the cohomology groups of G. We note that an Q-module of 
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finite length is a G-module if and only if it is an Q[Gj module, hence this is 
true of pseudocompact and discrete Q-modules. 
LEMMA 4.2. (i) Let A be a discrete sZ[Gj-module, then 
fI*(G, A) = Sxt,* (9, A). 
(ii) Let A be a right pseudocompact Q[G]-module, then 
II,(G, A) = 9’&’ (A, 52). 
Proof. (i) Both iYg(G, *) and &‘zkoq (Q, *) are right-derived functors 
of A - AG = Horn, (Q, A). 
(ii) Both H,(G, *) and fib,’ (A, .Q) are left-derived functors of 
QUGD A A-Ao=A@oQ=A@oIo=-. 
AI(G) 
COROLLARY 4.3. (i) Let G = 1iF Gi and let A = lir+n A, where Gi are 
pro$nite groups and Ai are discrete Gi-modules, then 
lim &zkGi;, (8, A,) = Bxcto, (Sz, A). 
(ii) If B = lim Bi h w ere B, are pseudocompact Gi-modules, then 
lirn Y&F< (Bi , Q) = 35aG (B, Q). 
Proof. The first assertion follows from Lemma 4.2 and from Proposi- 
tion 8 of Reference [14]. Th e second is a consequence of the first and of 
Corollary 2.6. 
Remarks. (1) If U runs through the open normal subgroups of G, 
then H&G, A) = li,m H,(G/U, A/AI(U)) by Corollary 4.3(ii). Thus our 
definition of homology groups for profinite groups agrees with the special 
case mentioned in Problem 4, pp. 1-55 of Reference [I4]. 
(2) Corollary 4.3 is true for supplemented pseudocompact algebras as 
we see by using standard resolutions of 52 (cf. References [4] and [ZO]) 
but we shall not need this fact. 
COROLLARY 4.4. hd,,,,Q = cd,G. 
Proof. A simple IRuG&module C is an Q/kJJ&module for some open maxi- 
mal ideal WI by Lemma 1.4. If the characteristic of 52/%X is 0, then C is 
divisible hence Hn(G, C) = 0 f or all n > 1. The result now follows easily 
from Corollary 3.2, Lemma 4.2 and, Proposition 11 of Reference [24]. 
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LEMMA 4.5. Let G be a profinite group and let H be a closed subgroup of G. 
Then .Q[Q is a projective Q;2I[H]-module. In particular 
gl dim .Q[H] < gl dim QJG& 
Proof. If the groups are finite, then Qi[Gl is a free Q[[Hl-module generated 
by the cosets of G mod H. In general, let U be an open normal subgroup of G, 
then Q[[G/Un is a projective Q[H/U n HI-module. Since 
L?[G] = li,m Q[G/ VI and Q[H] = li,m 52[H/U n HI, 
the first assertion follows from Corollary 3.3. The second is an immediate 
consequence of the first and the definition of dimension. 
LEMMA 4.6. Let A be a pseudocompact QR[[Q-module and let C be a discrete 
QR[[H]-module. Then there is a natural isomorphism : 
SxtGn (A, Horn, (s;Z[Q, C) E 8x&,” (A, C). 
Proof. The case n = 0 is a special case of Lemma 2.4. Since Qca([Gn is a 
projective H-module, the functor C- HomH(QIGJ, C) is an exact functor 
which takes injective H-modules into injective G-modules (use Corollary 2.6 
and Proposition 3.1). The general case follows upon using an injective 
resolution of C. 
We need a generalization of the restriction and corestriction maps as 
defined in Reference [14]. We define a G-monomorphism: 
i : C + Horn, (Q[Cg, C) 
by i(c) = x * c for c E C and x E sZ[GJ. This induces the restriction homo- 
morphism: 
resIIG : s&o (A, C) 4 d&G (A, Horn, (@G]l, C)) = &‘x&~ (A, C). 
If the index of H in G is finite, we define a G-epimorphism: 
T : Horn, (Q[Gg, C) + C 
r(f) = c x-‘fb9* 
CIZGIH 
This induces the corestriction homomorphism 
77* 
corGH : t?xtH (A, C) = 8zto (A, Horn, (fi[Gn, C)) + B&o (A, C). 
We verify that CorGH * Res,’ ’ is multiplication by (G : H) since this is obvious 
for n = 0 and we are dealing with maps of cohomological functors. Thus we 
may prove as usual the following result (cf. Proposition 9, p. I-11 of 
Reference [Id]): 
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LEMMA 4.7. Let H be a closed subgroup of thepro@itegroup G. If (G : H) 
is relatively prime to p in the supernatural sense, then Res,’ is injective on the 
p-primary component of 6’xtG (A, C). 
We write H = n U where U runs through open subgroups of G. Since A 
and C are G-modules, we find that 
li,m 6ztU (A, C) = QxkR (A, C) 
by using a G-projective resolution of A. Our claim follows immediately. 
PROPOSITION 4.8. If n > gl dim 52, then &zctGn (A, C) is a torsion 
Abelian group annihilated by the order of G. 
Proof. We suppose first that G is finite. Then resr’ = 0 since 
&&nn (A, C) = 0 by hypothesis. Since CorG1 . Res,’ is multiplication by 
(G : 1) on rZztGn (A, C), the result is true in this case. Now suppose that G 
is arbitrary and that A is a G/U-module for some open normal subgroup U 
of G. The proof of Lemma 4.2 shows that 
which is a torsion Abelian group annihilated by the order of U if q > 1 by 
Corollary 3 of Reference [14]. The proof in this case is completed by the 
spectral sequence of Lemma 3.6, which becomes 
~x&G,U] (A, H*(U, c)) * g”&Gl (A, c). 
In general, we write A = 1iF A/I(U) A where U runs through the open 
normal subgroups of G and apply Lemma 3.4. 
COROLLARY 4.9. Let G be a profinite group and let G, be a p-Sylow sub- 
group ,for each p. Then 
gl dim Q[Gj = supDEF(c) gl dim Q[G,l, 
where the right-hand side is interpreted as gl dim Q if $2) is empty. 
Proof. We may suppose, by Lemma 3.8, that Q is a local ring with 
residue class field k of characteristic q with the agreement that G,, = 1. Let 
n = gl dim B[[G,~, then n < gl dim Q[Gl by Lemma 4.5. Let A and C be 
simple SI[Gj-modules, then A and C are in fact simple kI[G1]-modules, by 
Lemma 1.4, and thus Szt$, (A, C) is a vector space over k. We distinguish 
two cases: 
(a) if q = 0, then &zt,$, (A, C) is a uniquely divisible Abelian group 
which must vanish by Proposition 4.8; 
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(b) if q # 0 then ~ct$& (A, C) is a q-primary Abelian group which 
vanishes by Lemma 4.7, since &‘z&?.J~~~~ (A, C) = 0 by hypothesis. 
In either case the proof is completed by Theorem 3.5. 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. We may suppose that G is a pro-p-group and that B 
is a local ring with residue class field K of characteristic p by Lemma 3.8 
and Corollary 4.9. As we remarked in Example (2) at the beginning of this 
section, a[GB is a local pseudocompact algebra and the result follows from 
the conjunction of Corollaries 3.7 and 4.4. 
5. PRBSENTATION OF GROUPS AND COHOMOLOGICAL DIMENSION 
We preserve the notation introduced in Section 4 with the following sim- 
plification: D will henceforth denote the ring 2, of p-adic integers. We note 
that the dualizer of IR (cf. Section 2) is Q,/&, and that gl dim $2 = 1. 
Let G be a profinite group presented as G = F/N, where F is a free pro- 
finite group and N is a closed normal subgroup of F.4 In fact, the only 
property of F which will be used is that cd,F = 1 (cf. Section 3.4 of 
Reference [24]). 
LEMMA 5.1. Let G be a profinite group and let I(G) be the kernel of the 
natural augmentation E : Q[GJ + Q, then cd,G < I if and only df 
hd&(G) < Y - 1. 
Proof. This is immediate from Corollary 4.4 and the exact sequence 
O+l(G)+QRI[C;II+Q-+O. (5.1.1) 
THEOREM 5.2.5 Let G be a p.ro$nite group and suppose G = F/N, where N 
is a closed subgroup of the group F. Let N, be the p-Sylow subgroup of th compact 
Abelian group N/N’, where N’ denotes the commutator subgroup of N. Suppose 
cdF = 1, e.g., F is a free projinite group. Then 
hd,,,& = cd,G - 2 
unless cd,G = 1, in which case N, is a projective sZ[Q-module. 
Proof. We note first that N, is a compact B[[C;II-module with the action 
of G induced via inner automorphisms of F. We recall that for any S[Nl- 
’ This is always possible by Theorem 1.3 of [6]. 
5 The proofs given here apply equally in the discrete case. For instance Lyndon’s 
identity theorem [I.71 shows that under his hypotheses N/N’ is a free Z[Gj-module, 
hence it follows immediately that cdG = 2, as he shows by computation. 
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module A, A @MN1 Q = A/AI(N). S ince Q[[Fl is a projective Q[Nl-module, 
by Lemma 4.5, the beginning of the sequence of (51.1) is given by 
where AI, = AI(N). But %slN (Q, Q) = N,’ as Q[C;I/-module since the 
proof in the discrete case (e.g., p. 190 of Reference [q) will work with 
minor changes. We thus obtain the following exact sequence of G-modules: 
(52.1) 
where 6 is determined by 8(n) = 1 - n. Let s be the kernel of the natural 
epimorphism Q[F]- .Q[GJ, then $l = Q[F] IN since N is normal and 
I(G) = I(F)/% Thus (52.1) can be rewritten as follows: 
(5.2.2) 
Since cd,,F = 1, I(F) is a projective QR[[Fl-module, by Lemma 5.1, and thus 
I(F)/I(F) 8 is a projective sZ[F]/% = Q[[Gn-module. The conclusion follows 
from (5.2.2) and Lemma 5.1. 
COROLLARY 5.3. Let G be a pro-p-group and suppose G = F/N, where F 
is a free pro-p-group. Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) cd,G < 2; 
(ii) N, is a free %,I[@-module generated by the images of a minimal set of 
generators for the closed normal subgroup N of F. 
Proof. Since Z,(IGn is a local ring, the usual argument shows that every 
projective is free and a generating set is obtained by lifting a generating set of 
N,/N$I = N/[N,F] ND, where YJI = (p, I(G)) is the maximal ideal of 
2,[Gn (cf. Corollary 1, p. 393 of Reference [a). But a set {n,} of elements of 
N generates N as a closed normal subgroup if and only if their images 
generate the compact vector space N/[N, F] N” over the field with p elements. 
The result now follows immediately from Theorem 5.2. 
The strict cohomological p-dimension of G, written scd,G, is the smallest 
integer n such that the p-primary component of Hn+l(G, A) vanishes for all 
discrete G-modules A. It is easy to see that cd,G < scd,G < cd,G + 1 
(Proposition 13 of Reference [14]), but it is harder to decide between these 
two possibilities. Serre has given the following criterion (Corollary 4 of 
Reference [14]). 
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CRITERION 5.4. Suppose that cd,G = n is Jinite. Then scd,G = n ;f 
and only if H”+l( U, 2) has trivial p-primary component for each open subgroup 
U of G. 
We immediately obtain the following result: 
COROLLARY 5.5. Suppose cd,G = n is $nite. Then the following are equi- 
valent : 
(i) scd,G = n. 
(ii) Hn( U, Q&J = 0 for every open subgroup U of G. 
(iii) .9?@“~ (52, a) = 0 for every open subgroup U of G. 
Proof. Since Q is divisible, we have that 
Hn+YU, Z>(P) = H’YU> Q/Z)(P) = WV Q,/%) 
for all rr > 1. This proves the equivalence of (i) and (ii). The equivalence of 
(ii) and (iii) follows from Lemma 4.2 and Corollary 2.6, since Q,/& is the 
dualizer of Q. 
COROLLARY 5.6. Let cdG = 2 and suppose G is a pro-p-group witi finitely 
many relations. Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) scdG = 2. 
(ii) For each open subgroup U of G, the rank of the torsion group of U/U 
is equal to the number of relations of U. 
Proof. We recall that the number of relations in U is given by 
the dimension of H2( U, F,), where F,, is the finite field with p elements. 
We recall that H*( U, F,) is the dual of Zoezu(F, , J2) by Corollary 2.6 and 
that %a, u (Q, Sz) = U/U’. The result follows immediately from Corollary 5.5 
and the %a sequence of 0 -+ IR 2 9 + F, -+ 0; namely 
%4* (Q, Q) “, %r, (52, Q) -+ %r, (F, , i2) - $7 5 -g , 
since %ra” (52, a) is p-prim ar b Proposition 4.8, and H2(U, F,) is finite y y 
because H*(G, F,) is finite by hypothesis [in fact H2(G, A) is then finite 
for any finite A; hence, by Shapiro’s lemma so is H2( U, F,)]. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Let F be a projnite group of cohomologicalp-dimension 1 
and let N be a normal subgroup of F. Then the following are equivalent for 
G = FIN. 
(i) scd,G = 2; 
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(ii) N, is aprojective Q[G&module and thep-Sylow subgroup of Nn v’/[N, V] 
is trivial for each open normal subgroup V of F containing N. 
Proof. As usual, we denote by [A, B] the closed subgroup generated by 
all commutators [a, b] with a E A, b E B. 
Let U be an open subgroup of G and let V be the complete inverse image 
of U in F, so that V/N = U. The Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence gives 
rise to the following exact sequence (p. I-15 of Reference [ZJJ): 
where the last term vanishes since cdV = 1. Since the groups act trivially 
on Q/Z, we may rewrite the sequence as follows: 
0 -+ Horn ruyul , $- ( 1 - Horn rvyU , -$ ( ) 
- Horn rNyv] , -$ 
( ) 
Takingp-primary components and passing to the duals, we obtain the follow- 
ing isomorphisms by Corollary 2.6: 
3k,yQ, ~2) = H2 (U, %)*= ((N n v’)/[N, V]), . 
The proposition follows from Theorem 5.2 and Corollary 5.5. 
6. APPLICATIONTO CLASS FORMATIONS 
We consider a profinite group G and a G-module A such that A = UFAF , 
where AP = HO(F, A) and F runs through the open subgroups of G. We note 
that if N is an open subgroup of G contained as a normal subgroup in H, then 
A, is an H/N module. We say that (G, A) is a class formation if A satisfies 
the following two axioms for all such pairs N C H: 
(i) Hl(H/N, AN) = 0; 
(ii) H2(H/N, AN) is cyclic of order [H : Nl. 
It is well known that we can choose a canonical class ~~1, generating 
H2(H/N, AN) which behaves properIy with respect to inf, res, and car 
481/4/3-10 
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([Z], [13]). Tate’s theorem asserts that the cup product with uHiN induces 
an isomorphism 
- u uHiN : fiq-2(H/N, Z) -+ Z@(H/N, AN) 
for each integer 4, where fi denote the Tate cohomology groups. In particular, 
for q = 0, we obtain the Artin reciprocity isomorphism 
&/NH/,(&) = WWFV)‘, 
where the prime indicates the commutator subgroup and NH,N denotes the 
norm map; passing to the limit as N shrinks to 1, we define a homomorphism 
which shall be called the reciprocity map for the formation. If H is a normal 
subgroup of K, then wH is a homomorphism of K/H modules. Let C, be the 
kernel of wH and let Da be its co-kernel; then the exact sequence 
of K/H modules induces homomorphisms 
d, : l?q-2(K/H, DH) + #b(K/H, C,) 
as the composition of two co-boundary maps. 
The main result of this section is the following. 
THEOREM 6. I. The .following are equivalent for a class formation (G, A). 
(i) scd, G = 2; 
(ii) For each integer q and each pair H C K of open subgroups of G such 
that H is normal in K, d, induces an isomorphism onto on the p-primary com- 
ponents of the respective cohomology groups. 
This theorem is immediately applicable to all classical class formations: 
(i) In local class field, the reciprocity map is injective and its co-kernel is 
z/!/z, where 2 is the total completion of the integers. Since z/Z is uniquely 
divisible, it is cohomologically trivial (cf. Chap. 14 of Reference [13]). 
(ii) For function fields of one variable over a finite field, the situation is as 
in (i) (cf. Chap. 8 of Reference [I]). 
(iii) For number fields, the reciprocity map is surjective and the kernel 
is the connected component of the identity in the idele class groups. The -I 
cohomology groups of the kernel are thus elementary 2-groups which are 
trivial if and only if the ground field is totally imaginary (cf. Chap. 9 of 
Reference [I]). 
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(iv) For a field complete under a discrete rank-one valuation with alge- 
braically closed residue class field, the reciprocity map is an isomorphism 
(cf. Reference [IQ. 
For any field K, let Gk denote the Galois group of its separable closure. 
We have thus proved the following consequence of Theorem 6.1. 
COROLLARY 6.2. In Cases (i)-(iv) we have scd, G, = 2, unless p = 2 and 
k is a number field which is not totally imaginary (in which case complex con- 
jugation is an element of order 2 making cd, G, infinite!). 
Tate has announced this result in cases (i)-(iii) as a consequence of his 
duality theorems ([16]). A proof in thep-adic case may be found in Proposition 
15 of [ 241 and the weaker result cd, G, = 2 is proved as Proposition 13 of [ Z4] _ 
LEMMA 6.3. Let T be a finite group and let 
O-+A-+B-%C-+D+O 
be an exact sequence of T-modules; we have an induced homomorphism 
d, : I?‘-2( T, D) + I%( T, A) 
defined as the composition of two co-boundary maps. The following are equivalent: 
(i) For each q, d, is an isomorphism on the p-primary components; 
(ii) For each q, w* : I@( T, B) -+ I@( T, C) is an isomorphism on the 
p-primary components. 
Proof. One splits up the exact sequence into two short exact sequences. 
The result follows from easy but lengthy diagram chasing along the associated 
cohomology sequences. 
We shall say that a profinite group G is p-malleable6 if for each open 
normal subgroup H contained as a normal subgroup in K, the cup product 
- u tKIH : I@-~(KIH, z) -+ @(K/H, H/H’) 
induces an isomorphism on thep-primary components for all integers q, where 
&-la is the 2-cohomology class of the extension 
l+ H/H’+ K/H’+ K/H-+ 1. 
6 This concept was introduced by Kawada [9] whose paper inspired some of the 
proofs of the last two sections of mine. 
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The theorem of Weil-SafareviE [I] asserts that the diagram 





is commutative. Thus the second condition of Theorem 6.1 is shown by 
Lemma 6.3 to be equivalent to the group-theoretic assertion that G be 
p-malleable. To complete the proof of Theorem 6.1 it thus suffices to verify 
the following. 
THEOREM 6.4. Theprofinitegroup G isp-malleable if and only ifscd,G = 2. 
The proof is broken up into a sequence of lemmas. As in Section 5, we 
denote by H, thep-Sylow subgroup of H/H’ and we observe that I?‘J(K/H, H,) 
is the p-primary component of Hq(K/H, H/H’). Since Q and the p-adic 
numbers Q, are uniquely divisible, while C&,/Z, is the p-primary component 
of Q/Z, we conclude that I?‘J(K/H, 2,) is the p-primary component of 
I?Q(K/H, Z). Th’ h IS s ows that G is p-malleable if and only if 
- u 5KIH : Hq-2(K/H, 2,) -+ Hq(K/H, H,) (6.4.1) 
is an isomorphism for all p. 
LEMMA 6.5. Let I(G) be the augmentation ideal of &JGJ. Then G is 
p-malleable if and only if 
A~(K/H, I(G)/I(G)I,) = 0 
for all q and all pairs of open subgroups H and K, with H normal in K. 
Proof (Kawada): We use the exact sequence of K/H-modules introduced 
in the proof of 5.2; namely 
0 -+ H, + I(G)/I(G)I, - ~,uG~/Z,UGI~~, -+ 2, - 0, 
where AIn is the closed submodule of A generated by (a( 1 - h) 1 a E A, h E H). 
By Lemma4.5, Z,[[G~ is a projective K-module, hence the third term is 
a projective K/H-module and a fortiori is cohomologically trivial. We conclude 
from Lemma 6.3 that I(G)/I(G)I, is cohomologically trivial if and only if 
d, : fiq-2(K/H, 2,) + @(K/H, H,) 
is an isomorphism for all q. In view of the remarks above, the proof will be 
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complete as soon as we know that d, is induced by the cup product with 
I&-,~. This fact is verified by explicit calculation in the proof of Theorem 1 
of Reference [9]. 
COROLLARY 6.6. If cd,G = I, then G is p-malleable. 
Proof. By Lemma 5.1, I(G) is a projective G-module and a fortiori is 
a projective K-module. Thus l(G)/l(G)ln is a projective module over 
Z,[wq = z,u~n/9;,uKl~H f or each normal subgroup H of K. Therefore G 
is p-malleable by Lemma 6.5. 
LEMMA 6.7. Let A be a pseudocompact &,[G]-module satisfying the 
following property. For each open normal subgroup H of G, A/AI= ti a cohomo- 
logically trikial G/H-module. Then hdiPrclA < 1. 
Proof. It follows from Lemma 4.2 that 
%m”lH(A/AI, , 2,) = 0 for all n >, 1 
and all open normal subgroups H of G. Thus 
%r:(A, 2,) = 0 (6.7.1) 
for all K and all n > 1 by Corollary 4.3(ii). Let 0 + B --+ F + A ---f 0 be an 
exact sequence of pseudocompact z,([GJ-modules with F free. In view of 
(6.7.1), we obtain the following exact sequence upon tensoring with 2, over 
2,ua 9 
0 + BIBI, + F/FI, + A/AIK ---f 0. 
Since A/AI, is a cohomologically trivial G/K-module, we have 
by Theorem 8, p. 152 of Reference [13]. Because F/FI, is a free G/K-module, 
we conclude that BIBI, is a projective G/K-module. Hence B = lim BIBI, 
is a projective module over z,[[Gj = lim &,[G/K] by Corollary 3.3. 
COROLLARY 6.8. If G is p-malleable, then scd,G = 2. 
Proof. It follows immediately from Lemmas 6.5,6.7, and 5.1 that cd, < 2. 
For each open subgroup K of G, the %b sequence of 
0+1(G)-* z,([G]-+ 2,-O 
shows that 
%$($ , 2,) = %4:(1(G), 2,) = 0 
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by (6.7.1), since &,jjG] is a free K-module. Hence Corollary 5.5 implies our 
claim. 
LEMMA 6.9. Let F be p-malleable and let G = FIN for some closed normal 
subgroup N. Then the following are equivalent. 
(i) G is p-malleable. 
(ii) The p-primary component of &I( Vi U, N/U’ n N) is trivial for all q 
and all open subgroups U of F containing N and contained as normal subgroups 
in V. 
Proof. Let H C K C G be as before and let U and V be the complete 
inverse images of H and Kin F. Thus U/N = H, V/N = K and Vi U = K/H 
so that the following diagram is commutative. 
l--f U/U’+ V/U’+ v/u+ 1 
1 1 l- 
l+H/H’-tK/H’+K/H+l 
In particular, the 2-cohomology class of the bottom extension is induced by 
that of the top extension via the natural map 
3Ppy u, uj uf) + @(K/H, H/H’). 
The result is now an immediate consequence of the definition of p-malleable 
groups applied to the cohomology sequence of the exact sequence 
of K/H-modules. 
Proof of Theorem 6.4. The necessity has been proved in Corollary 6.8. 
We suppose therefore that scd,G = 2. We may write G = F/N with F 
a free profinite group. Since cd$ = 1, we know from Corollary 6.6 that F 
is p-malleable; hence it suffices to verify condition (ii) of Lemma 6.9. This 
is a consequence of Proposition 5.7. In fact, let H, K, U, V be as in the 
proof of Lemma 6.9. Then Nr, is a projective &,[K]-module and therefore 
WWH = N,IN& = N,I[N, , v] = (N/U’ n N)p 
is a projective K/H-module, hence is cohomologically trivial. In particular, 
the p-primary component of Z?q( VI U, Nl U’ n N) is trivial and Lemma 6.9 
applies. 
In conclusion, we would like to mention an open problem. Let K be an 
algebraic number field and let S be a set of finite primes of K. Let KS be 
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the maximal extension of K unramified outside of S and let G, be the 
Galois group of KS over K (cf. Reference [2]). I&%zt are necessary and 
s@ient conditions on S to conclude that scd,GS = 2? If p = 2, we must 
assume that K is totally imaginary as we saw earlier. Tate has asserted that 
a sufficient condition is that S contain all primes above p [16].7 On the other 
hand, it is not hard to show from Theorem 6.1 that scd, Gs = 2 if S has 
a sufficiently large Dirichlet density, whether or not S contains the primes 
above p. 
APPENDIX 
We have collected here, for the convenience of the reader, the technical 
results on limits which are needed in the body of the paper. We fix the follow- 
ing notation: I is a directed partially ordered set; (Ai , h,J is an inverse system 
of pseudocompact Q-algebras; (Ai, LQ) and (Bi , flij) are inverse systems of 
pseudocompact A,-modules while (Ci , yii) is a direct system of discrete 
A,-modules satisfying the usual rules. For instance, 
Aij(Zj) ctij(Uj) = Olij(ljUj), GYdci) = Yii(Uh) ci) 
fori<j,ZjEAj,ajEA~andciECj.WewriteA=li~Ai and &:A+& 
for the natural projection and similarly for the other limits. Thus A and B 
are pseudocompact A-modules and C is a discrete A-module. 
LEMMA A.1. Let U be an open subset of A, containing ori( Then there is 
some j > i such that aU(Aj) C U. 
Proof. We may suppose without loss of generality that U is an open 
submodule of A, so that A,/U has finite length. Passing to the limit over the 
cofinal set j > i, the exact sequence 
shows that njri (aij(Aj) + U)/U = 0, since inverse limits preserve exactness 
and the first term is lip LX;‘< U) = c$( U) = A by hypothesis. Thus 
aYij(Aj) C U for some j > i since the intersection is over submodules of the 
module A,/U of finite length. 
CORGLLARY A.2. If the maps olij are epimorphisms, so are the limit maps 
% : A-+Ai. 
’ This is still wishful thinking. The author has shown that this is intimately con- 
nected with the p-adic regulator problem of Leopold. 
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Proof. If q(A) # A, we can find an open submodule U containing the 
closed submodule oli(A) and properly contained in A. Then Lemma A.1 
shows that aij is not an epimorphism for some j > i. 
LEMMA A.3. The natural morphism 
lim HomA, (Ai , Ci) + HomA (A, C) 
is a monomorphism which is an isomorphism if the olij and hij epimorphisms. 
Proof. We have natural maps 
hij : HornAi (Ai, Ci) + Horn,* (Aj 9 Bj), 
defined by hij( fi) = yii fiaij f or i < j, forming a direct system. Similarly, 
we have maps 
v’i : Homn, (Ai , Ci) + Homn (A, C), 
defined by cpi( fi) = yi fiaa , hence there is a canonical map: 
CJI : lim Horn,, (Ai, Ci) -+ Horn, (A, C). 
Let v(f) = 0, then f = hi( fJ with fi in Horn,,, (A, , Ci) for some i and 
0 = v(f) (A) = v(h,(fi)) (A) = vi(fi) (A) = yifiai(A)* 
Since Ai is pseudocompact, Ci is discrete and fi is continuous, we conclude 
that fiai(A) has finite length, hence there is a j > i such that yij fiai(A) = 0. 
Since 0 is open in Cj , q(A) is contained in the open submodule ker yij fi . 
By Lemma A.1, there is a k > j such that 
enHce 
aib(Ak) L ker yij fi C ker yik fi . 
yikfiaik = hi*(fi) = 0, 
i.e., f = 0 and thus p is injective. 
To show that q is surjective, let f : A + C be a A-morphism. Then ker f 
is an open submodule of A and LX;‘( Ui) C ker f for some i and for some sub- 
module Ui of A. Since f (A) is of finite length, f(A) = yk(Dk) for some K 
and some submodule D, of C, of finite length. We may choose I > i and 
I > k large enough to kill the kernel of ylc : Dk + C. We then define a map 
g : Al + Cr by g(aJ = cr where c1 is the unique element of ykl(Dk) such 
that f(a) = yr(cJ with q(a) = a (recall that 01~ is an epimorphism by 
Corollary A.2). The map is a well-defined element of Horn”, (A, , Cl), 
since ker 01~ C kerf by construction, and v(h,(g)) = f. 
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LEMMA A.4 If the maps aij , pii and hij are epimorphisms then the natural 
morphism 
y:Ag4B+limAi@,,Bi c 
is an isomorphism. 
Proof. The morphism hij : Ai --f Ai gives A, and Bi the structure of 
&modules (which are pseudocompact since they are pseudocompact as 
S2-modules!). We obtain maps 
h,j z Aj @nj Bj + Ai @A, Bi 
by composing the natural maps 
Thus we obtain an inverse system and li,m A, Gn, Bi is well defined. Simi- 
larly, we have maps ti : A @A B -+ A, @.+ Bi forming an inverse system 
which induces the morphism v : A Gd B + lip Ai Bn, Bi . 
Under our hypothesis 01~ , fli , and hi are epimorphisms by Corollary A.2. 
Let U and V be open submodules of A and B, respectively, then we may find 
a j and open submodules Uj and Vj of Aj and Bj such that a~‘( Uj) C U and 
&l( Vj) C V. In particular, we conclude that ker aj C U and ker pj C V. 
Thus we may define a map fj : Aj x Bj -+ A/U @ B/V by 
fj(aj , b,) = xj @yi , where xj is the coset mod U of an element tj such that 
ai = aj and similarly for yj . Then fj is well defined and is in fact a biho- 
momorphism, since Xj is surjective. We thus have a morphism 
which may be combined with the natural projection 
lim Ai @A, Bi + Aj %A, Bj c 
to yield morphisms 
which form an inverse system and hence define a morphism: 
A B 
O:limAj@,+Bj+lim-~,.r-=A~,.iB c -u v 
which is the inverse of q~. 
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